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Editorial
Dear Readers,
It is an occasion of great pleasure and pride to present to you the latest issue of JTREL which
always aims to provide a diverse but distinctive mix of articles on literary research. We make a special
effort to encourage authors/scholars to submit original works on a range of literary themes, texts, genres,
criticism and almost every subject that may be of interest to the average reader and the literary community.
The current edition incorporates five interesting and perceptive pieces on different aspects of literary
analysis. While two pieces are of a general nature that focus specifically on women and gender issues, one is
on Indian English writing and the remaining two deal with American and Canadian literature. Hopefully, the
offering on the whole will be accepted as a thought-provoking and delicious treat for the discerning reader.
Jyoti Bhatia, in her paper 'Writing as a means of Female Resistance and Empowerment' argues that
when women write/tell their stories, they empower themselves. The basic act of writing for most implies a
resistance to the patriarchal structures that invariably strive to keep them weak/vulnerable/voiceless/powerless.
Likewise, Supriya Mandloi attempts to study how existing socio-patriarchal patterns amongst natives
served to initiate the process of cultural subjugation of the colonies by offensively representing the native
women in Oriental discourses. Women across the globe have been considered as insignificant and ‘the other’
since ancient times. The paper highlights how certain Romantic texts further derogate the status of eastern
women by not only portraying them as mere objects and bodies rather than as individuals with identities separate
from their male counterparts but also illustrating their worlds as dark, bleak and dangerously mysterious.
Neeru Anand discusses the inter-twining of history and literature in I. Allan Sealy’s 1998 novel The
Trotter Nama. The detailing of the history of the Anglo-Indians as undertaken by Sealy is analysed by centring
on the way the story is narrated. The paper asserts that post-modernist techniques are especially effective
in bringing into sharp focus the community of Anglo-Indians who have generally remained on the margins.
Another contributor Sangeetha Puthiyedath takes up the Man booker Prize winning Novel of 2000 ‘The Blind
Assassin’. This Paper explores the dilemma of a confessional narrative that seeks to reveal secrets on the one hand and
tries to conceal guilt on the other. The paper even delves into the real intent of Iris Chase’s memoir who is the protagonist
and the narrator. It also goes on to emphasize and discuss the complexities of expiation, confession, guilt, and victimhood.
Mekha Mathew in her paper ‘Politics and Caste System in Kiera Cass’s ‘The Selection' attempts to
analyse the caste conflicts in the young adult fiction 'The Selection'. The Paper highlights how the politics in a
country named Illea depicts the subjugation of people ruled or supervised by a supreme structure. Along with the
caste conflicts, the discrimination shown towards the so-called 'low-class' people also eventually gets reflected.
The Journal of Teaching and Research in English Literature is essentially a forum for the
dissemination of information and views which enable its readers to get a rewarding experience with
each of its issues. We hope you enjoy reading the contributions in this edition. Here's wishing that 2020
helps each one of us to nourish and cherish our reading habit not just for the purpose of academic study/
scholarly exchange but also for the simple joy of enriching our lives with fresh thoughts and perspectives!!
Warm regards,
Shaila Mahan
Editor-in-Chief, JTREL
Associate Professor
Directorate of College Education of Rajasthan,
Jaipur
Email: editor.jtrel@gmail.com
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ABSTRACT
This paper explores how women use writing as a tool of rebellion, taking Alice Walker’s
brilliant and disturbing 1982 novel ‘The Colour Purple’ as an example. The use of deeply
personal narratives to not only make peace with their own struggles but to also share these
experiences and inspiring a slew of similar works, Walker and her contemporaries have
created a space that openly challenges the blatant sexism that inhabits the literary field.
Keywords:
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For as long as writing has existed, women
have continued to tell their stories,often in secret
and at a great risk to themselves. The social
conventions that determined women’s lives forced
many women writers to publish anonymously or
under male pseudonyms. The names of George
Eliot (Mary Ann Evans), Currer Bell, Ellis Bell,
Acton Bell (Charlotte Bronte, Emily Bronte,
Anne Bronte), A.M. Barnard (Louisa May Alcott)
come to our mind. (Ockerstrom.L) These and
many other women writers adopted masculine
names to conceal identity, to avoid discrimination,
to ensure that their works were accepted by
publishers or taken seriously by the public.
Women’s writing was seen as an interference in
a supposedly masculine domain and therefore
discouraged and criticized. Their writing was
treated as concerned with women’s issues,
women’s concerns and marital relationships.

I propose to elucidate this premise with
the help of Alice Walker’s ‘The Colour Purple’.
The text is an acclaimed 1982 epistolary novel by
black American author Alice Walker. It received
the 1983 Pulitzer prize for fiction and the national
book award. It was later adapted into a film and a
musical of the same name. The novel is situated
in rural Georgia and focuses on the lives of black
women during the 1930’s in the southern United
States, addressing numerous issues including
the exceedingly low position of women in
American social culture. The story follows an
uneducated black woman, Celie, during the
30 years of life through abuse, suffering, and
finally her attempt to find love, happiness and
fulfilment in life. It graphically presents the
violence and sexual subjugation that many black
women endured during the 20th century and as
a result has been banned many times and has
borne the brunt of many attempts at censoring.

In this paper, I propose to argue that when
women tell or write their stories, they empower
themselves. Writing is a kind of resistance –
by voicing their silence, by telling their stories
women are in a way resisting the patriarchal
patterns that have tried to keep her silent, push her
back, taught her conduct rules (rule of etiquette
and behaviour), set limits to her learning, work
and movement. By writing about the personal,
women often take the risk of offending those
who believe that a personal story should be
kept private. Why should it offend if it heals,
builds up camaraderie, informs and educates?
In writing, women do not simply empower
themselves but all who encounter their stories.

The novel opens with a warning to Celie
by her father (later revealed to be step-father),
“You better not never tell nobody but God. It’d
kill your mammy”(11). Silence is imposed on a
naive fourteen years old girl, abused and twice
impregnated by a man whom she considers her
‘Pa’. She feels too ashamed of what has happened,
cannot voice her experience to anybody, she
addresses her letters to God. It is this activity
which offers Celie an escape from the multiple
oppressions. By telling her story to God, she is
unconsciously liberating herself. Writing is a way
of thinking out loud, quietly and safely, a means
of exploring her thoughts by expressing them
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on paper and of reaching beyond her domestic
life towards other’s lives or connections.
Celie and her sister Nettie do not just write
their own stories but the stories of all women.
“…Their needs for self-expression are
obvious: they hang onto sanity by writing,
they defend themselves with words;
they discover their potential – sound
themselves out – through articulation…
They work their way from speechlessness
to eloquence not only by covering the
historical stages women writers have
travelled – from suffering patriarchy,
to rebelling against its conventions,
to creating their own ethos’ – but also
by developing a style that emerges
from their…cultures…” (Cheung, K)
Women have always and everywhere been
in positions of marginality. Woman is all but absent
from history, which is predominantly written by
men. Her efforts treated as insignificant, trivial
and dismissed. Even in the 20th century, Virginia
Woolf was denied admission to the Oxbridge
libraries because of her gender. This made her
advice women in Three Guineas to become a
community of outsiders and to tell their own
stories using their own language. (Ockerstrom. L)
Alice Walker does just that. She takes the 18th
century epistolary form which was traditionally
used by men and uses it to voice the lives,
experiences and struggles of women. Alice
Walker, thus asserts her ‘self’, her identity and her
right to authorship. In the novel, Celie and Nettie
write their stories, using language to break out
from the underclass imposed by patriarchy and
racism. Words both written and spoken by them
are means of empowerment. And it’s through
education, and the process of acquiring written
language that Celie begins to raise herself from
the position of the underclass to a more powerful
position. The ability to master language is
symbolic of Celie’s understanding of herself, who
she is, what she can do and what she wants to be.
“Celie,

gratified

by

her

newfound

rhetorical talent and her increasing
mastery of language, evolves along
with her writing-from a little girl baffled
by what is happening to her to a selfaware and understanding woman, from
a passive recorder of un-structured
facts to a conscious artist. When she
begins writing she merely jots down her
immediate experience, noting the events
around her with little introspection or
analysis. …Gradually, however, the
facts she presents begin to generate
questions and judgments.” (Cheung, K)
And through these images, Alice Walker
has succeeded in giving voice and representation
to the women who have been silenced and
confined by life and literature. “It’s a book
mostly about women, and what they’re doing,
and how they’re carrying on no matter what the
men are doing…I think that for many men at that
time it was a shock that you could actually write
a novel with women at the centre.” (Interview)
There is a hunger for women driven
narrative that is far from being fulfilled. Stories
like ‘The Colour Purple’, that are unapologetic
about their origins and deeply personal, give
us a chance to look at women as women
look at themselves. There is no artificiality to
Celie’s account. She lays bare all that happens,
concealing nothing. The message that rings bright
and clear throughout the narrative, aside from
the obvious call to the conditions of women in
a sexist and racist structure, is a warning against
shame. The story is asking women to stop living
in shame of their identities, their bodies and their
stories. Just as Celie sees in her contemporaries,
Sofia and Shug, woman should be proud of
who she is. They should be loud, present and
angry. It is the hiding, more than the abuse,
that holds Celie down. Thus, when she writes,
when she stops hiding and finds herself in her
words, that is when she realises her own worth.
“Moving from silence into speech is for the
oppressed, the colonized, the exploited, and
those who stand and struggle side by side a
gesture of defiance that heals, that makes new
life and new growth possible. “(Bell Hooks).
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ABSTRACT
Romantic Age in history is noted for its path-breaking developments and radical theories. The most
prominent among them has been the imperial conquest of the East and its further representation
as the “Other” in well-known works such as those of Byron, Beckford, Dacre, and other writers.
In the projection of the ‘insignificant other’, the already pre-existing ‘insignificant other’ of the
so-called civilized society i.e. women have been further projected as weak, dependent, slavelike, and merely as objects of passion and desire. The derogatory depiction of women has either
been as objects of desire as in the case of the Arab woman or as docile and pious as the Indian
woman existing merely to meet the demands of the ‘significant other’. The present paper is an
attempt to explore some prominent oriental narratives as canvasses of the bleak, dark, and lonely
world of the female -insignificant other and as subtle connotations of colonial patriarchal voices.
Keywords:
Oriental; Insignificant Other; Eastern women; Patriarchal Voices; Colonial

Edward W. Said, in his ground breaking
book, Orientalism, defined it as the acceptance
in the West of “the basic distinction between
East and West as the starting point for elaborate
theories, epics, novels, social descriptions, and
political accounts concerning the Orient, its
people, customs, ‘mind,’ destiny and so on”(Said,
1978). Much before Edward Said’s radical
voice on the ‘colonial representation of the East
from the lenses of a white man’ was published,
the western world had rejected altogether the
existence of any other civilized world other than
that of the whites. The East was simply a land
of snake charmers, fantasy lands with uncultured
barbarians; where there was no development, no
progress, or in simple words a totally non-existent
world. The idea was that this world came into
existence only when the West started discovering
it through settlements and colonization. The
colonial discourse was an extended way of
furthering the power dynamics over the ‘Other’
by representing them as strange ‘odd man-outs’.

other. (Ashcroft, Griffiths, & Tiffin 77)
Based on Edward Said’s concept of
Orientalism the new interpretation of this other
half of the world was that it was a world with
its patterns of subjugation and authoritarian setups, especially for fair sex. In the process of
spreading their cultural and imperial roots in the
colonies, the colonizer’s mapping of the mind of
the natives led them to understand the already
existing patriarchal customs of treating the native
women who were subsequently represented as the
‘insignificant other’ in the Oriental Discourses –
as objects and slaves rather than as human beings.
As the ‘Insignificant Other’ of the ‘Other’.
Although women for centuries were denied equal
rights compared to their male counterparts, in the
Romantic Oriental texts the status of the Eastern
woman is presented as far more miserable and
lowly compared to her western counterparts.
While in their country, women have
been suppressed for centuries, being denied the
right to education, vote, and above all the right
over their own bodies, colonization further
humiliated them by their offensive representation
in the oriental narratives. Needless to say,
the female domination and control by native
patriarchy are synonymous with a similar
role of colonial rulers over the colonies.

Edward Said’s discussion of Orientalism,
in which he points out that this discourse,
this way of knowing the ‘Orient, is a
way of maintaining power over itlays
more stress on the importance of
writing and literary texts in the process
of constructing representations of the
5

Ever since the beginning of human
existence, the patriarchal order has had
a great impact on almost everything in
the world. Patriarchy is also a part of
colonization. Colonization is itself a
masculine phenomenon in which the
male colonizers victimize native women.
The construction of native women in
terms of recognizable roles, images,
models, and labels occurs in Oriental
discourse. The terms of such construction
are to be sought in the dominant modes
of ideology (patriarchy, colonialism,
and capitalism). What is required here
is an alertness to the political process
by which such representation becomes
naturalized. (Shabanirad and Marandi 24)
Shabanirad and Marandi’s remark bring
home the idea that the colonies had naturalized
and traditionalized patriarchal roles and Oriental
discourses assign roles, labels, and models thus
contributing their share as colonial patriarchy.
As Young (2001) rightly remarked that women
had to fight the double colonization of patriarchal
domination in itslocal as well as its imperial
forms. The misery of the women in colonies was
heightened by being victimized by their native
and colonial masters as objects that only of desire
as seen in the Romantic Oriental Narratives,
especially in the works of Byron and Beckford.
Byron in his popular work “The Giaour”
narrates the oriental tale of a female slave, Leilaa
member of her master Hassan's harem, who
loves a Giaour and as a result is killed by her
master by being drowned in the sea. Such kind
of representation of the Orient culture with the
so-called wife or woman (her status is not clear)
being referred to as a member of her master’s
Harem grossly derogates the native woman.
Next, she is represented as a life that has no
right to ‘live’. Either she is to endure subjugation
and a slave-like existence or else quit the world.
Further, the very world of which she is a part
has no mention of either a family or a society
rather it’s a harem which served to safeguard
her chastity and protect her from the evil eyes of
the world or to rightly put,deny her free air and
any other male contact. Such kind of portrayal
presents the women of the East as vulnerable,
meek, and entirely‘insignificant’. All rights
reserved with their male counterparts. Such
kind of portrayals fed the colonial needs of the
Empire and was immensely popular back home.
However, they have strongly derogated the native
women and culture in the eyes of the world which
only added to their already distressing existence.
Macfie reveals how an Orientalist
representation of the West and the
“Other” carries an East-West divide in an

essentializing

and

homogenizing

move.

Europe (the West, the “self”) is […]
essentially rational, developed, humane,
superior, authentic, active, creative,
and masculine, while the Orient (the
East, the “other”) (a sort of surrogate,
underground version of the West or
the “self”) is […] irrational, aberrant,
backward, crude, despotic, inferior,
inauthentic, passive, feminine, and
sexually corrupt. That orientals, unlike
occidentals, are by nature mysterious,
menacing, irrational, demonic, and
sexually corrupt (as cited in Hasan 2012).
Dehumanized representation of women
of the east further catapulted the west’s superior
notion of its assumed greatness and as an
emancipator of mankind and womankind too. It
is ironic to note how the projection of the women
of the Arab and the Eastern world as no less than
slaves exposes the way the West itself treats the
alleged uncivilized and uneducated blacks in
America and other parts of the world. Most of these
text project how eastern women for their male
counterparts are merely objects of desire and the
role of a woman in a household is simply that of
a provider -a service provider serving the house;a
provider in terms of providing her body to her
man-her owner-‘owner of the insignificant other’.
Most of the Orientalist writings have
elaborately explored feminity, concerning Indian
and Arabic women. They are represented along
with Other objects as vulnerable, inferior, and as
commodities who are denied any claims to identity
by their male counterparts. While the Arabic
woman is presented as over-sexed, fertile, and
passionate, her Indian counterpart is submissive,
obedient, and devotional. In the first case, she is
a provider and in the second case, she is a server.
But while in the first case the emphasis is not on
providing any monetary benefits to the family
rather it is to provide physical satisfaction to her
male counterpart who in actuality is considered
to be the real provider for the family needs,in
the second case she is presented as docile, meek
and a server almost like a slave. In both the
cases, the function of the woman is to serve and
satisfy the man who is the ‘significant other’.
Western writers are responsible for the
stereotyped images of the nativewoman that
has remained current ever since as being truly
representative of the whole species (Shabanirad
and Marandi 32). It has been a never-ending saga
for the women in both the Arab World and the
Indian subcontinent to shed these stereotypes
which tend to eclipse their existence, caging
them in identities and roles which have ironically
6

won name and fame for the Oriental writers.

so near the prison of the Moor-had such
powerful fascination dwelt around him,
that she felt incapable of withdrawing from
his arms.…. Did she behold that beautiful
and majestic visage…? All thought of
his inferiority vanished.” (Dacre 234)

It is also interesting to observe how
these roles are defined strictly in the Arab and
the Indian scenario. While in the Indian scenario
the projection of the women does not focus on
her as an object of desire as the Indian social
and religious setups cannot visualize women
as objects of desire within the family. They are
assigned roles where they are devotional and
submissive since in Hindu religion a woman is
akin to Goddess and therefore projecting them as
objects of desire within the household seemed to
contradict the Indian mindset. On the contrary,
the depiction of Eastern women has been less as
devotional and submissive and more as objects
of passion and desire. These dual shades of
representing the ‘eastern insignificant other’ put
these women in modes of accepting, adapting, and
tolerating rather than commanding, demanding,
or controlling. In the romantic oriental narratives,
the Arab women become a provider and the
Indian women become a server. Both these roles
of the insignificant others have canvassed not
only the western perception of the east but also
evidenced the layers of mindsets operating within
social and familial set-ups.We strongly notice
colonial pride and superiority surfacing in these
works where they can be rescued only by white
males. Even their husbands are shown as tyrants
who have held them as captives. One example
can be seen in Byron’s Don Juan(Canto V) where
the description of the Arab woman goes as,

Though we notice that the white woman is
ashamed of her sexual desires but at the same time
she is mesmerized by the sensuality of the Moor.
Most of these Oriental Discourses speak about
the woman, their over-sexed brown masters, or
the social order that is responsible for subduing
them. Belittling the social order and religion of
the native Arab and Indian woman automatically
catapults the English religion and social order
which claims to have emancipated its woman.
The eastern woman is not presented
as educated, progressive, orsocial. Mostly she
is presented as having an isolated existence
within the four walls of her prison-like house
with a tyrant like a husband and therefore often
involved in the pursuit of the dark, mysterious,
or the sensuous.William Beckford ‘s Gothic
Tale, Vathek(1786) represents Carathis, Vathek’s
mother who is given to mysterious powers,
dark art, and satanic magic is worth noting.
By secret stairs known only to herself
and her son, she first repaired to the
mysterious recesses in which were
deposited mummies.....under the guard of
fifty female negroes mute and blind of the
right eye were preserved the oil of the most
venomous serpents, rhinoceros horns, and
woods... a presentiment that she might
someday enjoy some intercourse with
the infernal powers. (Beckford 1786)

Large dark-eye showed deep Passion’s
force,
Though sleeping like a lion near a source
These lines represent the vulnerable
woman in Arabia and India who are always unsafe
and need to be rescued. The rescuer will be the
superior ‘White’. So as Gayatri Spivak says, ‘the
white man who is saving the brown woman from
the brown man’(Spivak 1988). Byron’s “The
Giaour” also paints the master of the harem as a
tyrant who ends up killing Leila the member of
his harem for loving the Giaour. So, the offensive
picture presented is not only of the ‘insignificant
other’ but also of the ‘significant other’when
contrasted with the ‘significant’ only savior
white male. Though the native woman is majorly
involved in household chores and is quite dutiful,
yet the focus is more on objectifying her rather than
presenting her as an individual with an identity.

These traits in the eastern made them
more tempting to the western male as that
element of something dark, seductive, and
mysterious was till now unknown to the
white and bright western world....de Beauvoir
maintained that “otherness is a fundamental
category of human thought” (Beauvoir 1989).
The term insignificant other is also
loaded with subtle connotations. ‘Insignificant’
implying no significance in terms of existence,
contribution, and identity. The term ‘other’
again reveals the hierarchy of secondary and
primary. Women of the East are not represented
as standing or existing next to their male
counterparts and or contributing equally to
the family and society. Romantic narratives
represent them existing in isolated, lonely often
dark spaces especially in the case of the Arab
world where they become controllers and not
controlled. In one such narrative the woman

Further, these texts represent the East
as seductive where western masculinity and
feminity are at risk from the Arab/ Moor/
Indian. An example from Dacre’s Zofloya:
“Never till this moment, had she been
7

of the house practices black magic, frequently
retired into dark dungeons, working on strange
spells, and performing ominous practices which
reveals interesting pattern about their behavior.
Involvement in such kind of practices where
they become the controlling authority and got
desired results at the snap of a finger proves
how this isolated, secluded world of theirs give
them an escape and a strange kind of relief
from their so-called real world, where they
are objects and commodities to be controlled.
In the case of Indian women seeking comfort
through religion and prayer acts as a soothing
balm to ease the harshness of the real world.

unless ‘white’ liberates them since practices
ofsubjugation and slavery can never emancipate
a society. Such representations ended up giving
an edge to the western social fabric at the cost
of the eastern social setups. The ‘dark’ and
‘mysterious recesses’, the barbarous life of the
native women has echoes of ignorance, savagery,
a certain kind of philistinism further justifying
and adding to the white man’s supremacy. And
who would be better suited to paint this picture
than the women who are already voiceless and
vulnerable? The overall picture that shaped up
was somewhat like a this-voiceless female at
the mercy of a merciless male. This completed
the colonial task of putting down the curtains
on the rich and developed legacy of the Orient
and its woman, shrouding their realidentities for
years to come. West thus elevated itself at the
cost of the East without putting in much effort.

Romantic Oriental narratives’ one-sided
biased representation of the eastern women as
grossly subordinate to their male counterparts
can therefore be read as attempts to paint
a picture of an East that can never develop
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Talking of Justin Aloysius Trotter’s
maiden balloon flight, the narrator says: “Had the
Great Trotter returned to earth in his Salamandre,
the day would have been sufficiently momentous...
But an empty gondola took Friday the 21st of
June outside and beyond history” (Sealy 241).

wars of supremacy in the Indian subcontinent.
Things began to go wrong for the AngloIndians, when the share holders in England
demanded that important positions should
become the perquisite of their family members.
Various orders, passed between 1786 and 1795,
prohibited Anglo-Indians from studying in
England; denied them posts in Civil, Military,
and Marine services; and disqualified them from
service in the army except as non-combatants.
The second Trotter, Mik (Sealy’s inversion of
Kipling’s Kim.) faces all these discriminations.

The narrative intention becomes clear.
The narrator is going to talk about events that
are ‘outside and beyond history’, suppressed or
forgotten incidents. Further, by contradicting
the public record of ‘official history’; by
flaunting anachronisms; and by integrating
facts with the fantastic, the narrator questions
the validity of accepting a history that is
available to us officially, and instead, offers an
alternative history which brings to the centre
the marginal community of Anglo-Indians.

However, when the dismissed AngloIndians offered their services to Indian rulers,
the British realized their folly. During the Martha
war of 1803, all the Anglo-Indian officers were
asked to rejoin the British army. Mik (who is
partly based on the Anglo-Indian gallant James
Skinner) istormented by this: “The division in
himself hurt more than his shoulder,tormented
as he was with doubts...” (Sealy 224).

The history of Anglo-Indians begins
with the setting up of European trade companies
in India. Marriages with Indian women were
encouraged by the East India Company and a
pagoda of five rupees was paid to every child born
of this union. The children called ‘country- born’
were lavishly provided for. Upper and Lower
Orphanage schools were open for them and
after completing their education, they could join
the covenanted and commissioned ranks of the
service as also the combatant ranks of theBritish
army. At the beginning of the eighteenth century
when Britain, largely occupied in wars in Europe,
was unable to send British troops toIndia, it
was the Anglo-Indians (as shown through
the exploits of Mik)who fought the various

In 1808, on the basis of a report published
by Viscount Valentia (who makes an appearance
as Viscount Lantavia) the Anglo-Indians were
discharged from all ranks of the British army.
Thereafter, a dense wall ofsocial and economic
discrimination was drawn around them. Some
escaped by claiming to be fully Europeans.
The denial of Indian blood had begun.
During this period, many Anglo-Indians
distinguished themselves not only as soldiers but
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also as outstanding writers of Persian or Urdu
verse. Mik maintained a diary in Persian. Already
in the first-generation Trotters, we see, a different
language being used. The First Trotter spoke in
French, but his son was well versed in Persian.
Issues of nationality and language run throughout
the text. In the first and second generation, we see
Europeans learning Indian languages and viceversa. However, as contempt for Indian culture
grew, the British and the Anglo-Indians gave
up learning Indian languages, their knowledge
now confined to a few simple commands. The
Trotters, in their desire to fit thoroughly in the
English society, even forsake their mother-tongue
French and their adoptive language, Persian. In
the beginning, their estate, Sans Souci is a multilingual, multi-racial society. As time passed,
however, and the British became the master race,
the identification with English started. Henry
Luis Fonseca Trotter usespoetry in English
toprotestagainst the British while Pearltakes
lessons in making her accent British. The Trotters
thus are seen in oneway as losing a part of their
identity by assimilating themselves within British
culture but in another as creating an identity, a
sphere of theirown, different from the British.

civilian to be awarded the V.C. Not only these,
but many such subsequently rewarded were
referred to as British in the records! “Amongst
those who failed to return were numerous
Trotters who in the moment of theirdeaths
were transformed into Britons” (Sealy 432).
The disappearance of Thomas Henry in
the painting is a poignant reminder of how the
commendable and brave acts of the Anglo-Indians
were obliterated or simply not acknowledged by
the British. The painting exposes the difference
between reality and representation. Artists like
Thomas Jones Barker in The Relief of Lucknow
show the victorious relief forces rather than the
survivors of the siege. It is the relief troops not
the survivors who fit the myths of India invented
for and by the Victorian public, as Sealy exposes
here. That Art might depict falsehoods in order to
glorify or perpetuate certain myths is implicit in
the forging of miniatures that Eugene indulges in.
Indeed, the plight of the Trotters can be
described in the terms in which GeorgeLamming
describes Caliban: “(He) is the excluded, that
which is eternally below possibility. He is seen
as an occasion, a state of existence which can
beappropriated and exploited to the purposes of
another’s own development” (qtd. in Said 213).

The foray of Henry Luis and Charles
Augustine (both based on reallife figures of
Henry Louis Vivian Derozio and Charles
Pote,respectively) into poetry and painting
suggests the beginning of anauthentic AngloIndian culture. That the Anglo-Indians saw
themselves as a separate entity is pointed out
when Jacob Kahn-Trotter (John Rickets) presents
a petition in the British parliament. With entry
into soldiering and the civil services severely
restricted, many Anglo-Indians branched out
into trade and commerce. Thus, the FonsecaTrotters establish a chain of bakery shops. With
the coming of Railways and Telegraphs, AngloIndians flooded to these two fields. The various
Trotters who leave their families to work in the
railways are accurate representationsof AngloIndians who did the same. In fact, the laying
down of these life lines of India owes much
more to the Anglo-Indians than to the British.

Further, the Trotters are also a ‘border
subject’. As Gloria Arzaldua pointsout: “A
borderland is a vague and undetermined
place created by the emotional residue of an
unnatural boundary. It is in a constant state
oftransition. The prohibited and forbidden
are its inhabitants.” (qtd. in Henderson i).
Divided between the two races, the
Trotters choose to be members of the master
race. While the earlier generations had no qualms
in admitting to Indian blood, the subsequent
generations usually denied it. The strong reaction
against the Ilbert Bill as well as Gandhi and the
Indian National struggle can be seen as efforts
to place themselves securely on the Britishside.
Love for Indian things or wearing of Indian
dresses is done furtively. The tragedy is that
though the Trotters cling to the British, they like
other border land inhabitants are considered as
transgressors and aliens. Thus, they are unableto
get high positions in other countries. Australia, in
fact, opens its border to only those Anglo-Indians
with at least fifty percent white blood in them!

By allowing Anglo-Indians to take over
the working of these systems,British imperialism
served first its own interest by filling strategic
positionsin key services with Anglo-Indians on
whom they could rely in times ofcrises. One such
time was in 1857. During the Revolt, the AngloIndians showed complete devotion to the British.
The Delhi telegraphist GeorgeBrendish (Cyril
Brendish Trotter) whose telegram disarmed the
Punjab and saved the Empire; the fourteen boys
of La Martinier school who did their dutyas
soldiers in Lucknow Residency; the clerk Thomas
Henry Kavanagh(Thomas Henry Trotter) the first

Despite such discrimination, the mass
exodus of Trotters from India in1947 opens the
whole issue of home and belonging. Queenie
considers this,“She turned the word home over in
her mind, slowly, deliberately, wondering what
it concealed” (Sealy 501). The First Trotter falls
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in love and makes Nakhlau his home. Mik and
Charles think of it as their home, but their offsprings either look towards England or some other
place. Thus Paul, hits upon the idea of making
an Anglo-Indian homeland in the Andamans.
Closely associated with these ideas is the
idea of identity. Many Anglo-Indians pretended
to be completely White in order to get either
into the services or tomigrate from India. But
this put a terrible strain on them. It gave them
a good job and pay but they had to severe all
connections with their families and friends.
Further, they were scared to get married and
have children as that might reveal their true
origins. This life is portrayed through Pearl
Trotter who finds herself increasingly lonely in
an alien land. Yet she cannot admit toher Indian
origins or even dare bring her family over.
The border area occupied by the Trotters
is what Victor Turner calls aspace of liminality.
It describes a border zone, mediating between
cultures, races or nations- a zone sometimes
characterized by what Turner describes as“the
blurring and merging of distinctions” (Henderson
i). In this space there is something enabling as well
as potentially damaging. Thus, the achievementsof
the Trotters in various fields- military, railways,
medicine, sports, cinema, arts can be seen as
creative but their constant refusal to acknowledge
their Indianess can be seen as destructive.
The omnipresent narrator Eugene Trotter
uses the language of memoirs,diaries, histories,
recipes to present the epic of the Trotters in
the form of historical demography-— that of
the reconstruction of families —leading to
theuncovering of attitudes to life, birth and
death, of relationship between the sexes and
different age groups. There is a suggestion that
there is an alternate history present in these
journals, memoirs etc. which had earlier often
beenrelegated to the realm of silence by written
documents either because the historian remained
oblivious of their existence or else they were
considered unworthy of academic research.
Inter-textuality runs throughout the
text. The narrator copies his stylefrom various
authors and acknowledges it. The duel between
the First and the Second Trotter, written in the
style of Firdausi, not only brings in mind the
Akbar-Salim duel but also the numerous fatherson duels that have been fought in the past. As
Linda Hutcheon points out,“A literary work can
actually no longer be considered original; if it
were, it could have no meaningfor its reader.
It is only as part of prior discourses that any
text derives meaning and significance” (127).

Yakub Khan on his way to his
room finds someone stalking him. To the
anxious questions about the identity of the
stalker by the Cup-Bearer (who is a standby for the reader), the narrator replies thus:
“Who but the seventh Trotter? I cast no
shadow. I am the light. I can come up close,
squawk at his shoulder, make him jump, knock
him about the ribs and run-off. Or shall I be
fleshless, flat? Cancel his anxious sleep, give
it to somebody else? Very well” (Sealy 107).
In providing a critique of his methods
of construction, the narrator (and through him,
Sealy) not only examines the fundamentals of
narrative fiction, he also explores the fictionality
of the world outside the literary fictional text.
The history that he is narrating is in a way made
by him but there isalso a suggestion that all
histories might be false. Thus again and again his
scathing comments about Montagu’s history in
which he had dared to questionthe First Trotter’s
balloon flight. That the process of questioning
the ‘unshakable truths’ of the past has begun is
shown when Pandit Nishan Chandquestions the
greatness of the First Trotter in his pamphlet.
As a postmodernist novel, The TrotterNama questions the authenticityof historical
records and history. That chronicles might err in
their recordingis shown by the way, the name of
the First Trotter’s ship is recorded as FattySalaam
by the Calcutta Register of vessels, though in his
letter Justin refers toit as Fatah-i Islam.As Linda
Hutcheon says “Histiographic metafiction plays
upon the truth and —lies of the historical record.
Certain known historical details are deliberately
falsified in order to foreground the failures of
the recorded history and the constant potential
for both deliberate and inadvertent error” (114).
Thus the narrator acknowledges
the paradox of the reality of the past but its
textualized accessibility to us today. Further, the
ship is supposed to bethe French Ship Insulaire
which is being secretly refloated. Nothing it
seemsis what it appears to be. And thus at the end
of the text, Eugene discovers that he is perhaps
not even a Trotter! In Umberto Eco’s terms:“The
postmodernreply to the modern consists of
recognizing that the past, since it really cannot be
destroyed because its destruction leads to silence
(the discovery of modernism) must be revisited but
with irony, not innocently” (qtd. in Hutcheon 39).
In the final analysis then the irony turns
on the narrator himself.
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ABSTRACT
Iris Chase in The Blind Assassin proposes to write a confessional narrative. The text is a
palimpsest of her narrative, the process of her writing and vignettes of narratives told to her by
Alex. Atwood cleverly manipulates the body of the text and the multiple strands of stories to
capture the complex nature of narratives. This paper attempts to explore the double bind of a
confessional text that sets out to reveal secrets while simultaneously attempting to hide guilt. It
also explores how the real intent of Chase’s memoir, in spite of claims to the contrary is not to
reveal but to conceal and what eventually gets revealed happens in spite of the fictional author,
Chase. While it is obvious that Chase is a victim, it is also evident that she is a manipulator
as well as perpetrator and Atwood challenges the very notion of victimhood. This paper is an
attempt to explore the fissures that Iris tries to gloss over in order to unveil the unacknowledged
intentions behind her narrative. Iris hopes to alleviate the guilt she experiences occasioned by
her sister’s suicide for which she holds herself responsible by openly acknowledging her part
in precipitating it. But the question arises how far is expiation possible through confession and
whether Iris’ confession is compromised by the motives that goes beyond her stated objectives.
Keywords:
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Margaret Atwood’s protagonists are often
artists or writers, caught between the elusive real
and the problem of representation. Iris Chase
Griffen in The Blind Assassin is a writer who is
involved in writing a confessional autobiography.
She claims that her intention is to set the record
straight about her life and her sister’s and in
the true confessional style with the promise of
salacious details inveigles the unwary reader into
the midst of drama with the blunt assertion: “Ten
days after the war ended, my sister Laura drove a
car off a bridge” (Atwood 3). Asserting her right to
chronicle the events that led to her sister’s death,
Iris is unconcerned with her potential reader as
she believes that by the time her confession is
published she would have succumbed to her
heart condition. Iris claims that she is writing
the current memoir to set the record straight
before she dies. Elsewhere she claims that she is
writing it to commemorate her love: “I wanted
a memorial. That was how it began. For Alex,
but also for myself” (Atwood 529). However,
Iris’ acknowledged intention behind chronicling
the story of the Chase Family and the Griffins
should be viewed skeptically as her confession
is compromised by multiple hidden impulses.
Confession being an intimate sharing
between the confessor and the reader/listener

demands a complete breaking down of walls and
an absolute avowal of honesty. The premise of
honesty appropriated by the confessor gives her a
unique vantage point. The historical significance
of confession associated as it is with religious
confession and the desire to attain purity of
the soul inflects such a narrative with an added
authority. In such a context motives acquire
significant relevance. Foucault points out that
“[T]he confession became one of the West’s most
highly valued techniques for producing truth. We
have since become a singularly confessing
society...Western man has become a confessing
animal” (1990 59). The religious mode of
confession as a means of atonement under the
influence of psychoanalysis has been replaced
with an interrogation into hidden motives and an
analysis of motives and actions. Often, instead
of furthering a cause or healing a psychosis,
confession has become an end in itself. Exploring
a confessional narrative is a fraught exercise,
but one, which can prove extremely revelatory,
because impulses though well concealed, have a
distinct tendency to reveal itself between the lines
and subvert the stated object of the narrative.
Iris claims that she is writing the story of
The Blind Assassin1 (Note1) for herself as much
as to correct inaccurate perceptions, which she
13

instigated by publishing an earlier work in her
sister’s name. In a belated attempt to force open
her sealed interiority Iris Chase, the octogenarian
narrator begins to write the story of her life,
only to realize that stories endlessly branch into
dialogic strands evading linear narrative thrusts.
The structure of The Blind Assassin mimicking
this dialogic proliferation is a story-within-astory-within-a-story where each story encases
the other like nesting Russian dolls, textually
interspaced with newspaper clippings, society
announcements, and description of photographs.
So at one level the reader is confronted with the
story of Iris, an eighty-two year old lonely woman
waging a losing battle with time and the many
ailments that afflict her, to finish a self-reflexive
memoir chronicling the rise and the fall of an
industrialist family in Port Ticonderoga, Canada
– the Chase family. This narrative is interpolated
with the story of Sakiel-Norn a science fiction
narrated probably by Alex Thomas, Iris’ former
lover during their clandestine meetings in
Toronto. As noted by Sharon Wilson, Iris is
living simultaneously in three time periods, the
past of the two narratives’ events, the present of
the writing, and the future of the science fiction.
Iris Chase Griffen, the narrator is fully
conscious of the devastation she will cause
			
with
the publication of her memoir. Fashioned
as a parody of the “tell-all” memoir, Iris knows
that the whole edifice built around the memory
of her dead younger sister, Laura Chase, the
ostensible author of The Blind Assassin with a
cult following, will come crashing down with
her confession. She wants to admit that she, not
Laura is the author of the controversial work.
However, decimating with language is not new
to Iris. Forced into silence by both history and
gender, Iris learns after repeated tragedies that
silence can be suicidal, and that to survive she
needs to learn how to speak out. Iris publishes
The Blind Assassin a ruinous roman à clef in
1947, two years after her sister’s suicide, in her
name and successfully destroys her husband’s
political ambitions as well as his life. Robbed
of the ability to speak out her anguish by a
repressive androcentric society, Iris, like the
slave girls of Zyrcon is rendered metaphorically
tongueless. She subverts her powerlessness
through her writing and in the process wrecks
vengeance on the very people who exerted a
stranglehold on her subjectivity – her husband,
her sister-in-law, and the convention bound
upper middle-class society of post-war Canada.
Iris narrates the story of the Chase family,
its origin as a prominent industrial family and
its ruin during the Depression. The nouveau
rich Chase family whose wealth was based on
buttons, bought respectability and an entry into

high society through a dynastic marriage with
Adelia Montfort, “second-generation Montreal
English crossed with Huguenot French”
(Atwood 62) foreshadowing Iris’s own marriage
to Richard Griffen. Adelia Montfort not only
brings ‘culture’ to Port Ticonderoga, but also the
decadence of aristocracy and contempt for the
process of making money. Her sons, Iris’ father
Norval and her uncles Edgar and Percival, imbibe
their mother’s disdain for capital formation and
responds to the ‘heroic’ call of the Great War. The
brutal shock of trench warfare quickly disabuses
them of any vacuous notions of heroism. The end
of the war finds both Edgar and Percival dead
and Norval a scarred, bitter and broken man.
His experiences on the battle field and outside
it profoundly alter him and thrusts him into an
existential crises. Once he returns home, Norval
finds it impossible to slip back into his earlier life.
He is repulsed by the hypocrisy of the society and
fights a lonely battle with post war trauma. Added
to it is his singular unsuitability to survive as an
industrialist in a capitalist economy confronting
with daunting economic challenges during the
Depression. Iris is the collateral damage for her
father’s economic incompetence. Faced with
immanent closure of their button factory and
the loss of livelihood for the employees, Norval
agrees to an infusion of capital from Richard
Chase. In return he promises Richard the hand of
his daughter, Iris, who is barely out of her teens.
While, the compulsions behind Norval’s decision
is clear, the reader is unsure about Iris’s reasons
for agreeing to the marriage. The reasons she
gives appear to be unconvincing. Iris’ confession
is riddled with unconvincing narratives, narrative
gaps, and deceptive accounts that deceives not
only the reader but appears to catch the narrator
herself in its illusory web. While Iris’ confession,
provisionally appears as a deft sleight of hand
as she pulls out the cards required to further her
narrative of a disposed woman who is caught in
a series of events beyond her control, the text
lays bare her self-defeating deceptive practices.

Disempowered subjects shy away from
direct confrontation and challenge, opting to
subvert authority through devious and deceptive
methods. Iris’ narrative slippages and deception
has to be read in this context. Her narrative brings
into sharp focus the question of her agency. She
confesses that she asserted herself only after
Laura’s suicide and compares herself to the
tongueless slave girls of Zyrcon “swollen with
words” (Atwood 31) that they could not utter.
Iris’ comparison of herself with the mutilated girls
kept as sexual slaves is powerful reminder of the
abuse she suffered at the hands of her husband.
The physical and mental torture, she is subjected
to, by her husband has the silent sanction of
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ocean liners at the moment of sailing,
a society. Iris rebels against his brutality by
cascading down over the spectators below;
engaging in a sexual escapade with a man, who
or a series of lines, long thick lines of red,
would be considered all the more reprehensible
scrolling out from the roller coaster and
by her husband for being a communist. When
from the girls in it like paint thrown from
her silent surreptitious rebellion ends in disaster
a bucket. Like long scrawls of vermilion
with the death of her lover and her sister, Iris
cloud. Like skywriting. (Atwood 334)
rejects the silence imposed on her and wrecks
vengeance of her husband and by extension
The skywriting with the blood of
on society through her writing. Her choice
of weapon, words, should be read within the miscarriage appears to a harsh metaphor for
context of women’s rebellion throughout women’s writing. However, if one considers
history and their struggle for empowerment. the fact that women’s writing, especially
confessional writing, because of its association
Until she decides to revolt, Iris is a pliant with the secretive and the sexual was considered
woman who unquestioningly acquiesces to the taboo, the associations is justified. When Iris
demands made upon her. She is depicted as a takes up the pen to avenge her sister, she is
woman “not waiting to write,” but “written on.” too frightened to acknowledge her authorship.
Iris’ body becomes the blank space on which Instead she publishes The Blind Assassin as the
Richard, her sexually abusive husband, literally posthumously published work of her sister. The
writes on, leaving dark bruises, which Iris effect was as devastating as she hoped for and
recognizes as “a kind of code, which blossomed, destroyed her husband’s political ambitions. By
then faded, like invisible ink held to a candle” taking up the pen in her old age, she is setting out
(Atwood 383). Her sense of obliteration is evident to correct a historical wrong and admit to her role
when she observes: “I was sand, I was snow – in authoring the book while publicly laying bare
written on, rewritten, smoothed over” (Atwood her intentions for doing so.Writing with her body,
383). Written on by her husband and overwritten vainly rebelling against its physical deterioration,
by her lover Alex, Iris asserts her agency only with imminent death looming over her, Iris is
when she finds her metaphorically cut-off tongue. confronted with teleological questions. She
Commenting on how Iris simultaneously “writes wonders about the purpose of her confession and
and rewrite” her story using her body as “primary her potential reader. She insists that one should
text and constant referent” (60) Davis observes write without a potential reader in mind else the
that Iris appears to actualize Cixous’ advice to writing would be compromised. “The only way
women to write the body. As Cixous exhorts Iris you can write the truth is to assume that what you
can write only when she repudiates her husband’s set down will never be read. Not by any other
authority and reclaims her agency over her body. person, and not even by yourself at some later
date. Otherwise you begin excusing yourself”
The symbiotic link between the act of (Atwood 291). Conscious of the lure to excuse
story-telling/writing and the female body is one and explain ones actions with the hope of gaining
that Atwood explores in the The Blind Assassin empathy and understanding Iris remarks: “You
just as she does in her earlier writings especially must see the writing emerging like a long scroll
Lady Oracle. While Joan, in Lady Oracle appears of ink from the index finger of your right hand;
to fill the pages with the exorcised flesh from her you must see your left hand erasing it. Impossible,
body, Iris seems to write with the “blood-red ink of course” (Atwood 291). The resemblance to
of the body” flowing from the painful cuts thatshe the scroll of blood emerging from the womb is
had to endure. Drawing the readers’ attention to once again underscored through this imagery.
the feminine act of writing as a breaking of social
The effect of such writing, women
taboos, Atwood’s terminology for writing closely
resembles words used for female bodily functions. recording their innermost fears, suppressed
Iris refers to her writing as “my black scrawl; it desires, dreams and experiences fundamentally
unwinds in a long dark thread of ink across the challenges society and its power structures.
page, tangled but legible” (Atwood 98). The When a woman is writing the body, shewill be
resemblance to her description of her mother’s subjected to external discursive pressures.To
miscarriage is evident: “There was something on comprehend this one will have to discard the idea
the floor that looked like blood, a trail of it, dark- of the body as constituent of a physical reality.As
red spots on the white tiles” (Atwood 94). It also Gary Wickham puts it: “the notion of bodies as
echoes her ruminations when she hears Winifred’s the target of power is part of Foucault’s attempt
casual remark that pregnant women used the roller to avoid the liberal conception of individuals as
coaster ride at Sunny side to induce abortions: unconstrained creative essences” (cited by Mills
82). Foucault radically redefines the concept of the
What I pictured when she said this was individual that has been prevalent from the time
those red streamers they used to toss from of the Enlightenment. While the Marxian thinkers
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challenged the notion of individual freedom and
forced a rethink on how power is configured,
Foucault pries open and lays bare the discursive
processes through which bodies are constituted.

omitted. What isn’t there has a presence, like the
absence of light” (Atwood 407). Acknowledging
the presence of the unsaid, the gaps, Iris is
admitting to self-censoring. “You want the truth,
of course. You want me to put two and two
together. But two and two doesn't necessarily get
you the truth,” (Atwood 407) argues Iris. While
Iris is aware of the elusive nature of truth she is
blind to the possibility that she herself may not
be able to access it. A confessional narrative is
predicated on memory and recall. The ontological
questions that Iris attempts to confront are almost
impossible given the indeterminate nature of
memory. It is this realization that gives the text
its iterative tendency to reflect on narrativity.
CoomiVevaina states that “[t]he compulsion
to narrativize is due to the unfailing potential
of narrative to make sense out of the chaos of
lived experience and present it in a form that
seems natural” (95). Drawing attention to Hans
Kellner’s claim that the narrative not only “gives
things a plot (muthos)” in the Aristotelian sense,
but also “turns the chaos of history into an
illusion of the immediacy and order of nature”
in the Barthian sense, she locates the compulsion
to record ones story in the nature of truth itself.

Expressing the body is a fraught exercise
since you are challenging the right exerted over
the body by the society who seeks to define
and control female sexuality. In the History of
Sexuality Foucault argues how the narrative
on sexuality underwent a critical redefining
during the nineteenth century. In terms of sexual
discourse Foucault finds the twentieth century
an extension of the nineteenth century marked
with duplicitous prudishness and suppression.
The attempt to confine discussions of sexuality
behind closed doors inflected it with the glamour
of something taboo. The secrecy associated
with sex, to the point of even refusing to
name it, denying its existence linguistically,
paradoxically contributed in what Foucault refers
to as a “discursive explosion,” within controlled
situations. Thus while all talk about sexuality was
proscribed through convention, it survived as
“illicit discourse” (Foucault’s term). Iris records
how the publication of The Blind Assassin in
1947 caused a scandal that exposed society’s
hypocrisy. While the work was openly castigated
The reader gets a heavily edited version
as obscene, it was avidly enjoyed in private. of Iris’ interiority through Iris’ over determined
narrative. She not only attempts to explain the
…ministers in church denounced it as series of untimely deaths – her father’s, her
obscene, not only here; the public library sister’s, her husband’s, her daughter’s – through
was forced to remove it from the shelves, her narrative, but also tries to simultaneously
the one bookstore in town refused to convince and cast doubt about her role in
stock it. There was word of censoring it. precipitating Laura’s suicide. She appropriates
People snuck off to Stratford or London for herself the title of the‘blind assassin,’ and
or Toronto even, and obtained their claims that she precipitated Laura’s suicide with
copies on the sly, as was the custom her blindness. However, even as she confesses
then with condoms. (Atwood 41) her guilt, she is simultaneously affirming her
innocence. Her narrative is a prolonged attempt
Atwood does not present the infraction to enlist the unwary, gullible reader to affirm and
by women readers as an expression of sisterhood reassure her of her innocence. Confession, can be
or solidarity with the silenced woman, rather a narrative spoken with a forked tongue uttered
as a proof of people’s need to feel superior and by subjects who are caught in a double bind like
to condemn others who dares to break barriers. women. Iris’ deception appear to have its roots in
Remarking on the notoriety of Laura’s work, Iris the systematic disempowerment she, as a woman is
notes how people of Fort Ticonderoga “drew the subjected to by a patriarchal society. The sub-text
curtains and read, with disapproval, with relish, of The Blind Assassin is the ingrained misogyny
with avidity and glee—even the ones who’d that manifests itself as sexual violence enacted on
never thought of opening a novel before,” and the body of women. The men in the text, Richard
adds caustically: “There’s nothing like a shovelful and Alex, Iris’ husband and lover treat women
of dirt to encourage literacy” (Atwood 41). as mere sexual objects or as decorative pieces
to flaunt as their assets as in the pulpy science
Recognising the impossibility of writing fiction of “The Peach Women of Aa'a2.” (Note2)
with no one in mind, Iris identifies Myra, Richard appears to view physical relationship
Reenie's daughter, and then, more importantly, with his wife in terms of a violent conquest, “He
her grand daughter Sabrina as her prospective preferred conquest to cooperation” (Atwood 383)
reader. She also breaks her own injunction not to and remarks to Iris gloatingly, “It was remarkable
read what she has written: “I look back over what how easily [she] bruised” (Atwood 383). Alex,
I’ve written and I know it’s wrong, not because her lover, the ‘He’ in the story, within the story
of what I’ve set down, but because of what I’ve is equally misogynic, taking perverse pleasure
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in humiliating her. He conveniently choses to
believe that her relationship with him is purely
sexual in nature and tells her: “You shouldn’t
worship me…I don’t have the only cock in the
world” (Atwood 8). Later during one of their
meetings, he snaps to her remark that she worry
about him: “Don’t worry, darling…You’ll get
thin, and then your lovely tits and ass will waste
away to nothing. You’ll be no good to anybody
then,” (Atwood 112) thereby reducing her to a
non-person, a body that is meant for mere sexual
gratification of the opposite sex. The extreme
objectification of women where they reduced
to mere erogenous zones is violently realized
in the science fiction tales that Alex churns
out to earn a living. Though he is viciously
lampooning the capitalist society through his
portrayal of Sakiel-Norn with its Snilfards and
Ygnirods and their master-slave relationship,
he is blind that Iris is as much a slave by virtue
of her gender as the Ygnirod serfs. Apart from
being a critique of exploitation, Atwood uses
the story of Sakiel-Norn to underscore the
silencing of women’s voices. The comparison
Alex makes of the tongueless sacrificial virgins
in his fictional tale to a “pampered society
bride” (Atwood 32) buttresses this similarity.
Iris’ intention is clearly stated – she wants
to confess her ethical transgressions and in the
process ask forgiveness in the true confessional
spirit. However, the text betrays her and reveals
the rift between her stated intention and the
actual narration. James Phelan in Experiencing
Fiction remarks that there are two distinct kinds
of unreliability: “bonding unreliability” in which
the narrator’s confusion and misinterpretations
endear him to us, and “estranging unreliability”
in which the author intentionally draws the
reader’s attention to the unreliability of the
character-narrator (224). Confessing is a difficult
act, and the motive behind the need to confess
is often complex. Devoid of the religious
framework the ethics of the confession is in
itself suspect, and in cases can border on selfgratifying exhibitionism. This is all the more
relevant in this age of pervasive social media.
Arguing that Confession is a Western invention
Foucault says that “the Christian West invented
this astonishing constraint, which it imposed on
everyone, to say everything in order to efface
everything, to formulate even the least faults in an
uninterrupted, desperate, exhaustive murmuring,
from which nothing must escape” (1979 84).

Peter Brooks in the Routledge
Encyclopaedia of Narrative Theory distinguishes
a confession from a memoir. He says that a
confessional narrative “implies that the speaker
or writer wishes or even needs to reveal
something that is hidden, possibly shameful, and
difficult to articulate” “the rhetoric of the genre
may involve a kind of hind-and-seek, where the
reader finds that what is confessed by the narrator
is not the whole or the pertinent truth” (Brooks
82). Iris indulges in a “hide-and-seek” with her
reader in her confession – disclosing, while
simultaneously withholding information. The
silence Iris employs with regards to her actual
nature and motives is one she has perfected
over the years in her relationships with others.
The real blindness of Iris is her inability to see
or understand herself. She drifts passively into
situations never questioning herself or revealing
her true feelings. When she claims that her
eyes are open, her sister who is not ‘blind’
retorts “[l]ike a sleepwalker” (Atwood 242).
The octogenarian Iris has no more access to
her interiority than the unexposed, protected Iris of
her youth. Her interiority is an unexplored area of
darkness and she resists examining her emotions,
motives and compulsions even at the end
of her life. So while the reader is forced to
listen to her obsessive focus on the effects
of age on her body, one finds little proof of
self-reflexivity. Her critical self-examination
is restricted to her bodily degeneration on account
of her age and never on her actions. The structure
of the novel with its intervening sections of
the past and the present, conversations of the
unnamed lovers and the science fiction that has
been described by Atwood as a “collage”, poses
its own challenges. Her approach reflects what
James Phelan states in Experiencing Fiction, “a
recursive relationship (or feedback loop) among
authorial agency, textual phenomena (including
intertextual relations), and reader response” (4).
Ultimately, the intent of Iris’ narrative, in spite
of claims to the contrary is not to reveal but to
conceal and the polyphonic structure reflects her
closed, compartmentalized interiority. Iris creates
multiple scaffolding to protect herself from
her truth and in the process deceive the reader.
Ultimately, The Blind Assassin turns out to be
a text that challenges the very possibility of a
confessional narrative and the ability to access truth.

__________________________________________________

The
Blind Assassin is the title of multiple narrative texts: a) The title of Margaret Atwood’s
fictional story of Iris, b) the story of Zyrcon narrated by Iris’ unnamed lover who is probably Alex,
and c) The misleading autobiography of Laura published in 1947, which is actually written by Iris.
i
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In this science fiction “The Peach Women of Aa'a” narrated by Alex, there are two women.,
one is described as a “sexpot,”
while the other is described as being “serious-minded, who
could “discuss art, literature, and philosophy, not to mention theology,” (Atwood 365).
ii
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ABSTRACT
Kiera Cass in her novel The Selection (2012) depicts the caste differentiation in a country known
as Illea. Cass has succeeded in creating this novel as a dystopian and romantic young adult fiction
but also in clearly manifesting its political issues through the demonstration of rebel conflicts
and the struggles between the high and low classes. Through the character America Singer, the
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adapt to their norms once they enjoy leisure life. Thus, the study intends to specifically expose
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The Selection is a romantic as well as a
dystopian young adult fiction by the American
author Kiera Cass. The first book in The
Selection trilogy is The Selection published in
2012 by HarperCollins. The first three books
-The Selection, The Elite, The One are from the
perspective of America Singer, the protagonist
of the novel, and the two sequels, The Heir
and The Crown are written from the standpoint
of Princess Eadlyn, the firstborn daughter
of Prince Maxon and Lady America Singer.

palace where all the girls have to submit to the
rules proclaimed by the King. The rules involved
claiming them as the property of the royal crown
and their sincerity intheir relationship with the
Prince. "Ruling characters are the characters
who have the rule in the course of the event.
The ruling characters have the right to punish
the selected if they make mistakes" (Hanifah 6).

The Selection, one of the series of five
young adult novels, is set in the fictional country
known as Illea formerly the United States."The
Selection includes mixed genres, portraying
consumer society and the depthlessness through
the character" (Wulandari). The book is about
a contest known as the ‘Selection’. America
Singer is a seventeen-year-old girl living in the
country of Illea, the futuristic kingdom where
the United States used to be. She lives in a
caste system society which is divided into eight
castes, the lowest and poorest being Eight and
royalty One. America is a Five, which defined
her reputation in society as an artist. America is
in a secret relationship with a Six named Aspen.
A process of Selection is suddenly held in the
Illea kingdom which was proclaimed by the
royal family, inviting younger women of 16 to
18 years old. America is forced by her family and
her lover to apply for the Selection. Thirty-five
girls are selected at random and are taken to the
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As soon as they consent to these terms and
conditions, the lower caste such as the Four, Five,
Six, and Seven are instantly elevated to Caste
Three. On the first night in the palace, America
encounters a panic attack and runs outside of the
palace which was forbidden due to safety issues.
It is Prince Maxon who finds her and thus, they
become friends. She confides to him that she
was there unintentionally and that she joined this
Selection so that her family could live better with
the money provided by the palace authorities.
America and Maxon became increasingly close.
During her stay at the palace, she learns that
there were rebels who often attack the palace. As
she begins to enjoy Maxon's company, Aspen is
drafted and transferred to the palace as a soldier,
thereby becoming an instant Two. On meeting
Aspen, she realizes that she is still in love with him
but her feelings for Maxon also grows stronger.
Rebels attack the palace and the rest of the girls
are sent to their home by Maxon, keeping six of
them as elites with whom he believes to have a
future. In the end, Maxon tells America that if he
could have an assurance that she will be with him,

he could have already chosen her. In the same
way, Aspen tells her that despite their relationship
being illegal, he will keep fighting for her.
"Literature and literary criticism have
had an ambivalent relationship towards issues
of class in that much literature and criticism
would appear to be oblivious to questions of
class, representing the literary work as in some
way transcending specific social and historical
formations" (Webster 58). The novel describes
various caste differentiation based on professions
and status in society. As a young adult fiction,
the novel as a whole congregates an affectionate
and remarkable ambiance. However, certain
ideologies constructed by the upper caste or
the socalled elites are unrolled throughout the
society which, in turn, attempts to suppress the
protesting power of the people making them mute.
"At over three thousand years old, caste
hierarchy is one of the oldest forms of social
stratification in the world. Caste conflict and
discrimination remain a potent force in everyday
life" (Paul). The Selection novel discusses the
sociological discrimination faced by the lower
castes through the predominant ideologies
inflicted upon them. The economy plays an
essential role in the division of different castes.
Considering the castes from five to eight, their
economic background iscomparatively inferior
to the higher castes. They work hard to earn for
their survival and to get food for their family
and themselves. On the contrary, the rest of
the castes from two to four are considered to
be the standard castes who can lead their life
smoothly and are not on the brim of poverty.
One is the highest caste having a well
economical background. This is the royal
family, the prestigious one, on account of the
hierarchical structure of the family from its
ancient generation. The royal family consists of
the King, the Queen, and their only son who is
the Prince. Though dominating, this caste has to
depend on other castes for marriage. They make
others consider this chance to be a prestigious
occasion for getting access to the higher caste.
The novel can be considered as an outlook
of social divisions based on economic, social,
and political aspects. The proletariat, assumed by
society as a lower or inferior class, faces a major
crisis in their lives through some factors
that make their life exasperating. Poverty is

common in many of the underdeveloped as well
as developing countries. The main reason for
poverty is the lack of employment opportunities
based on the caste system. This is reflected in
the novel as the division of society in the Illea
kingdom is of eight different castes. Each of the
eight castes has different jobs considering their
social status. This, in turn, becomes the main
cause for the eighth caste to be poverty-stricken
as their caste is given jobs that provide low
wages. This wage is not sufficient for their family
to afford all the daily necessities. Poverty affects
people's health and also forces them to find other
ways of surviving by committing crimes like
stealing.
The difference in the acceptance of
society influences the mindset of the people
in considering each caste. The indifference in
attitude shown by the high caste is reflected
through their ideologies which are embedded in
the society which, in turn, becomes a favourable
key to subjugate the lower caste. "When the caste
system was implemented, families had to change
their last names to names that were appropriate
with their given castes" (Diary of an Aspiring
Loser). The ideology is dispersed through the rich
people who determine everything based on their
requisites. But the penniless are unaware of the
fact that they are being fooled by these people to
become subordinates. The main caste leading its
subordinating caste contributes to the hierarchical
structure of a society in which subordinates are
made to feel that they are not being suppressed
but are given the freedom to choose what they
want. The novel covertly displays the suppression
of subordinates by the ruler in power. It also
brings into light the various factors responsible
for the poor lives of the lowest rung of society.
Conclusion
Kiera Cass, in her novel The Selection,
depicts the caste differentiation in the country
known as Illea. The people of Illea were
oppressed by power. The economy is considered
to be an important possession that decides one’s
status in society. People with a poor family
background often become prey to the power’s
abusive and oppressive nature. This novel
creates a social rethinking in the mind of its
readers provoking the necessity of eradicating
the discrimination on the basis of status, power,
economy, social as well as political aspects.
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